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How to answer desired compensation on application

Ideally, you should either leave the required salary field blank or make it negotiable. If you can insert only digits, set a realistic salary range based on your market value, such as $45,000-$50,000. That's a short and sweet answer, but it's not always that simple. Salary bargaining is a balancing act - and you can't afford to
botch it. Read more about what to give for your desired salary so you can get paid what you deserve. Required salary 101: Determine your valueWhat are you worth? If a number doesn't immediately come to mind, then you need to assess your fair market value to get a specific answer. According to Salary.com, you can
do this in three steps: Compare your current work to the benchmark jobConsider corporate factors that influence payCalculate your market valueLet is to expand each of these steps so that when the time comes you can negotiate your salary in confidence.Compare Your Current Job to a benchmark job, or a key job, is
any position that has consistent salary expectations and responsibilities across different industries and organizations. By finding a benchmark job to compare your role, you can determine whether your current salary range is adequate or not. The aim is to find the right reference work. When surfing over worktops, never
compare jobs based on your work head only. The working title tells you little about task responsibility. Instead, search for job descriptions and skills. Example 1: Junior Front-end Designer Responsibilities: Experience using HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and WordPress Any experience of working with JavaScript frameworks
such as react or Angular.JSBasic knowledge of PHP for back endA interest in UI / UX2 + years of web development experiencePremes 2: Jr. Front-end /UI DeveloperRequirements:Extensive experience in Twitter Bootstrap framework, CSS, HTML, HTML5Experience with JavaScript and jQueryAbility to write clear, web-
standard, well documented codeWebsite UX / UI architecture experience2 + years of web developmentIn the above example, these two works have similar requirements and experience levels, but the titles do not synchronize. Labor itself calls for an entry-level front-end AI designer. Now you can Google average salaries
for these positions to see what people are doing in these roles across the country. Once you have found a benchmark job that resembles your own in both jobs and responsibilities, you can move on to step two. Consider FactorsFactors, as the size of the company, industry and location will have a direct impact on the
salary range. A larger company usually pays more than a smaller company. But a smaller company will usually give you more access to senior management, executives and better professional experience. Another factor is the industry itself. If the industry is booming, there's more money to go around, and you'll find it
easier to discuss pay negotiations with hiring managers. But if the industry is in decline, you can have get the salary you deserve. For example, the web web are in such demand right now that it's not uncommon to find entry-level jobs paying more than $60-$70k. The need for web developers continues to grow, so
progress is rapid, and increases are frequent. After all, your location is key. Chances are tech jobs in California will pay you more than the same position in Florida simply because the cost of living is higher. Calculate your value After looking at work criteria and corporate factors, you must also assess your own work
performance and skillsets. If you're an entry-level hire with a low starting salary, you won't get the same value as a seasoned employee - even if you share the same title. Be honest about your performance and experience to get a realistic idea of what you should earn. Before we move on, you may be tempted to use a
tool like Glassdoor to determine its value. The problem with career sites like this is that their market value averages tend to be lower than what the market is actually paying, which means you get an inaccurate picture of your earning value. Now that you have an idea of what a fair salary for your position looks like, let's
talk about what to put behind the required salary on job applications that ask for it. You can schedule a free call with us to find out how much you could earn, information about the salary you are legally entitled to, and how to ask for more – in the right way. What to put on the required salary on your job applicationWhat
you need to know about hiring managers and recruiters is that they have a budget to consider when to hire. With that in mind, if you exceed their ideal salary range on a job application, they can write you off without telling you a conversation. The key is to get through the app and into the interview process. Once the job
interview lands, you have the floor to discuss the desired salary in depth. Here's a way to get there. Required salary Do'sLeave salary range field blank if you can. This frees you to discuss your salary later in the zero-cap interview process. If you can't leave the field blank, but you can insert alpha characters, then you
should give Negotiable. If you cannot leave the salary field blank or insert alpha characters, you should add a range. Put aside a realistic range that is commensurate with your experience, performance and moving market rates for your position. Since you've done your own salary research, you know the high- and low-
end extremes of your salary range. For example, the range of $45,000 -$55,000 is pretty wide, but it's not outrageous. This gives you more freedom to negotiate your salary personally. Required salary Do not place a lower salary margin than you would like. Even if it seems safe, it locks you into a lower amount.
Employers usually try to offer you a lower salary than what they are willing to pay, so don't limit yourself. Don't lock yourself in for a certain amount. For example, if you type $50,000, your employer will take it as your maximum wage expectation – even they'd pay you more. Never give your salary history. Applying for
salary history is illegal in some states, so don't feel like you should provide this information. If a human resources hiring manager, or recruiter asks for your salary history, tell them that you'd rather discuss it in person. It is also common for hiring managers to ask you to put your salary expectations in your letter. Again, it is
as vague as possible. You can either write down the scope or tell them you prefer to discuss it in person. Discuss salary once you know you get a job offerYou don't have to determine what type of job application you get, but if you're qualified and follow the steps above, there's a good chance you'll get an interview. Once
you get an interview, there are two things to remember: Never discuss pay until you bring it up. Negotiate a salary only when you are 100% expecting a job offer. When the discussion comes up, let the employer make an opening offer or ask them for a range based on your work level, rather than the exact number. You
never know how many will settle on, so asking for an assortment is in your best interest. It's also a bad etiquette to jump the gun on pay - let the employer discuss when they're ready. If they offer you a job without first discussing pay, you have the right to exaggerate this conversation. You are an Interview Company,
TooSomething many applicants tend to forget is that they are interviewing the company as well. When it comes to salary, if your potential employer isn't willing to pay what it's worth, then maybe they're not worth your time. You can't always pick these companies before applying, but if you research company reviews
carefully enough when looking for a job, you can usually see trends in how you treat and pay employees. You can collect a lot from these companies on social networks like Linkedin. Read their job descriptions and check out their benefits packages. The language they use to describe the task, and the benefits they offer,
are good indicators of what society culture is like. If you see red flags, feel free to move on in search of work. Knowing what to give for your desired salary can help you earn what you deserve in an ideal situation, you should not discuss the required salary until you know that you are getting a job offer. However, real-life
job search is rarely so picture-perfect. Do your research to get a fair and accurate idea of your worth, brush up on doing and not salary bargaining, and remember that not every job is the perfect job for you. Whether you are required to include a salary on a job application or a hiring manager wants to discuss your
earnings expectations at the beginning of the process, you now have the tools to handle these situations and set you up for success. In the next few minutes, I'll show you what to give for the required salary on your job application, and the best answers to: What is your desired in interviews. Let's start with most important
rule: Best answers to: What is your required salary? on requests and interviews to avoid telling the company your specific salary expectations. In fact, you want to wait until you know that the company is interested in offering you a position to reveal your salary expectations. Sharing the required salary before this point can
cost you thousands of dollars or cost you a job, and I'll explain why. Let's collect... What to put behind the required salary on job applications The best way to respond to the required salary or salary expectations on a job application is to leave the field blank or write 'negotiable' rather than provide a number. If the app
doesn't accept nonnumeric text, type 999 or 000. Then look at the notes section later in the job application and write: When it comes to the required salary, it's negotiable and can be discussed in an interview. It is not beneficial in any way for you to write the required salary on your job application. Here's why... If you say
a number that's too high, you can scare them immediately. Because if you talked to them and did a great job of impressing them with interview answers and interview skills, you might be able to stretch your budget to give you that number. But at this stage, they don't know anything about you, and they certainly don't
know if they want to hire anymore. So they are much less likely to want to stretch their budget. And if you provide the required salary, which is too low, it may cripple your ability to negotiate later. When you are filling in the required salary on your job application, you don't know much about the job anymore. So maybe you
put $40,000 into a job application, but you realize during interviews that you feel $50,000 is much fairer because this job involves a lot more than the other jobs you're interviewed for. If you've said $40,000 on a job application form, you'll have a hard time getting $50,000 at the end of the process. (They'll say, Well, when
you used it, you said $40,000 was what you're aiming for, and we're ready to offer you that amount.) So it's a loss. You get absolutely nothing by telling them the required salary on the job application form, and you could potentially lose a lot (thousands of dollars or the opportunity to continue the conversation at all).
Recap of the best options to put for the required salary on job applications: You can leave the required salary field blank, write negotiable, or give 999 or 000 if a number is needed to submit an online application. Then, if there's a place to make a note later in the application form to say: As for starting salary, it's
negotiable and can be discussed during the interview. Every Online application is differentI've had several readers email recently saying: Biron, I can not give what you said for the required salary because the form will not allow me. I have also heard reports from employers asking for the required salary in your letter, too
(not cool!) Anyway, my opinion is: is: may need to be creative and adjust it on a case-by-case basis. No two online applications are the same. You can leave a few blanks. Then you can find an application that says you need to enter only numbers. Test different things. If that doesn't allow you to leave it blank or enter
000, try 999. Or, if you must, enter a range. That's better than giving one number. I'll explain more about how to provide a good range instead of one number later in this article. Now let's talk about what to do if you ask for the required salary in the interview ... Answer What is your required salary in job interviewsThe best
answer to what is your desired salary in the interview will inform the interviewer that you are focused on finding the best-fitting position for your career and you don't have a specific salary goal in mind anymore. This will prevent the interviewer from pushing you back and continue to put pressure on you for the required
salary. Once you know that they want to offer you a position, then you have some influence to negotiate with! But don't share the required salary until then. Now let's look at examples of how to avoid telling employers your expected salary... One tactic you can use is to share your last salary instead. This is a good option
if you feel you have been highly-paid or fairly-paid in your last role. You are giving them some information about your compensation so they can tell you if the company can at least afford to pay you an increase compared to your last assignment. But you're not putting yourself in a corner by telling them the exact number
you're targeting. The required salary example #1: I am currently earning a base salary of $45,000. I don't have a specific number in mind that I'm targeting this next position, though, and I'm willing to consider an offer that you think is fair. It is also possible to answer questions about the required salary without revealing
your last salary, either. The desired salary example #2: At this point in my job search, I focused on finding the position that is most suitable for my skills and career. Once I've done that, I'm willing to consider an offer that you think is fair for this task. If you feel like you weren't well-paid in your last role and don't want to be
held back by that salary, you can react like this. This is a great answer because it's polite, professional, and makes it unlikely that it will try to push you further... Because you said you didn't mean the number. If you push back or insist on getting a number from you, just repeat: I really don't have a number in mind
anymore. They can't push you to a number if you don't have one! An example of #3: I don't have a specific number in mind anymore. At this point in my job search, I focused on finding the position that is most suitable for my career. Once I do that, I'm willing to consider an offer you consider fair. This is just one way of
phrasing the same idea above. You can select a sample which reads You. These are all good options for answering the required wage questions in a job interview. There is also one more way to answer the required salary questions in an interview... You can also redirect the question back to the interviewer by asking
what you budgeted for the task. This is a little more direct, but can work (while also give you some useful information about what you are willing to pay!) I like the combination of this tactic with some of what we have covered above. You'll see it in the example coming below. You deflect the question by saying that you
don't have the specific required salary in mind yet, and you're asking what you're budgeted for. Example answer #4: At this point in my job search, I'm focused on finding the best-fitting position for my career and I don't have a specific number in mind anymore. What extent were you budgeted for the position? If you ask



for the required salary in the second or third Face-to-Face InterviewMaybe you went for a few interviews and they waited until now to ask about the required salary. In such cases, there is another type of response that you can provide. An example answer if you're close to a job offer: I usually reserve a salary discussion
when I know I've been offered a job. Is it ok if we discuss the task further to determine if it's a good potential fit first? When we know it's a good match for both sides, I'd like to talk about compensation. Or maybe you're not sure if they're offering you a job or not when they ask: What's your required salary? An example
answer if you're not sure if you're offering you a job: I usually reserve salary discussions when I've been offered a job. Is that the case here? If they say yes, then you can negotiate. If they say no, then you can answer: Maybe we can finish the discussion about the role and then discuss the salary after we're sure it's a
good match. What else can I answer to help you determine if the job is well suited in terms of my background and skills? 2 Other tips for answering the required salary questionsThat is better to indicate the desired range, such as the numberIf it is pressed, or if you think you need to provide a number to proceed to the
next stage of the recruitment process, you can indicate a wide range rather than a specific required salary. This is preferable because you are less likely to exclude yourself and get eliminated by going too high, and you are less likely to limit your job offer later by going too low. So before you leave for an interview, be
prepared to indicate the scope. Research the degree of compensation for the task you are trying to fill. You can do this by looking at jobs, industry newsletters, and salary surveys, or using a salary calculator. In addition, the cost of researching lives in this area. If you decide to share the range of salary required in an
interview, always make it a wide range, such as $40,000-60,000.And indicate the desired range schly. Do not be tentative or offer in the form of a question. Then immediately move the conversation back to and the value you bring to the task. Use your contacts Another effective way to avoid being pressed about salary
expectations too early in the process is to fend off the preliminary screening process altogether. Whenever you see a position that interests you, check the network to see if you know anyone in your organization who can send their CV directly to the hiring manager. Remember that your goal in the early stages of the
recruitment process is to sell yourself in the role. If you do it well enough, you will negotiate from a position of strength and your next employer should be willing to pay what it is worth. Goal: Save salary discussion until you know you want to offer your jobAdd your main goal of everything we are covered above ... whether
you decide what to give for the required salary on request or are preparing to face the topic in your interview. Before you know it, the company wants to hire you, you have no influence on the negotiations or requirements with. So when employers ask for the required salary for applications and interviews, the best thing to
do is postpone the discussion until they want to offer a position. Re-focus the conversation on their skills and their work responsibilities, to determine if it's a good potential match. (That's the whole point going on at the job interview). Ask them questions about work. Share examples of your past work. Tell them one or two
things about the work that excites you. But keep the conversation focused on their work and their skills/abilities (as they relate to work). Then, when you decide to offer you a position, you can discuss salary and bonuses with them knowing that they are interested in hiring you and are likely to meet some of your
requirements if they are reasonable. How to answer questions about the required salary - Quick instructionsDelay provides a specific number until you are sure that they want to offer workOn job application forms, leave the required salary blank, give negotiable, or 999. Then give a note that the basic salary is negotiable
can be discussed in the interviewIf the employer asks for the required salary in the interview, tell them that you don't have a specific number in mind yet, but you'll consider any fair, reasonable offersThing is to postpone the discussion on your desired salary until you're sure the employer wants to offer you a job, because
then you have an impact on dealing withif you're in conversation, and you're not sure if you're ready to offer you a job, say: I usually reserve a salary discussion for once I know the company is interested in offering me a job. Is that the case here? (And if not, go back to discussing the work). Be firm and don't let an
interviewer or recruiter bully you. If you're still being pushed, just repeat: I really don't mean a specific number yet. I'm going to focus on finding a job that's best suited to my career. Do you know what to give for the required salary on the application and how to handle questions about the required in the interview. This will
help you get more interviews and stay calm all the way through the process – until you get an offer! Do you have a question? Leave a comment below... Below...
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